N 2 O/He gas mixtures are expanded through a 10 × 0.5 mm 2 slit nozzle and imaged by direct absorption vibrational spectroscopy, employing a HgCdTe focal plane array detector after interferometric modulation. N 2 O cluster formation in the free supersonic expansion is visualized. The expansion structure behind the frontal shock is investigated as a function of background pressure. At high pressures, a sequence of stationary density peaks along a narrow directed flow channel is characterized. The potential of the technique for the elucidation of aggregation mechanisms is emphasized. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersonic jet expansions through slit nozzles probed by direct absorption infrared spectroscopy are powerful tools for the spectroscopy of cold molecules and clusters. [1] [2] [3] The advantage of the vibrational spectrum is its direct and universal access to chemical and aggregational information. Compared to 3D expansions emerging from circular nozzles, 2D slit jet expansions offer a range of advantages including extended cluster formation and scalability of the nozzle size for direct absorption spectroscopy. 1, 4 A majority of these studies employs tunable lasers, 1 but the simultaneous recording of a broad spectral range by incoherent light sources offers advantages such as spectral stability and wide coverage. Therefore, it finds increasing applications 3, 5-8 ever since its early UV realization. 9 Usually, supersonic expansions are probed at a single onaxis nozzle distance or else averaged over a wide range. 4 With the emergence of 2D array detectors, 10, 11 imaging studies come into reach even for the notoriously difficult infrared absorption technique, where thermal background radiation prevents high photon counting sensitivity. In combination with FTIR interferometry, 3D data cubes consisting of two spatial and one spectral dimension can be recorded within seconds. While the spatial resolution does not reach that of scanning Raman techniques, 12, 13 this is not required for nozzles with characteristic dimensions on the order of 1 mm, and the advantages of simultaneous imaging instead of spatial mapping are attractive in the context of measurement duration, radiation throughput, substance consumption, and reproducibility. Former attempts on FTIR sampling of supersonic expansions 4 by small aperture mapping were either very time consuming or very low in spatial resolution. Interest in the visualization of supersonic slit jet expansions is not limited to the field of spectroscopy. Whenever gas flows along a steep pressure gradient through narrow gaps, the emergence of flow patterns can be of interest. As an example, the gas slip in the rotor-rotor or a) Electronic mail: msuhm@gwdg.de. Telephone: (+49)551/39-33111. Fax: (+49)551/39-33117.
rotor-wall gap of dry rotary lobe and screw pumps has a large impact on performance. 14, 15 In this work, we present the first FTIR imaging study of a supersonic jet expansion using a commercial 64 × 64 element HgCdTe focal plane array detector (FPA).
II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Setup for chemical imaging
A schematic representation of our setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The sample gas is expanded through a parallel 10 mm long and 0.5 mm wide slit nozzle enclosed between BaF 2 windows. A 65 l gas reservoir ensures a stable stagnation pressure. The gas pulses are controlled by a magnetic valve and can be synchronized with the spectrometer scans. The buffer volume of up to 23 m 3 allows for intense pulses with flow rates of several mol s −1 , despite a pumping speed limited to 2500 m 3 h −1 . The IR beam is mildly focussed onto the exit of the slit nozzle. The entire expansion zone up to 20 nozzle slit widths downstream and ±10 slit widths perpendicular to the flow and to the slit is imaged by an IR objective onto the 4096 40 × 40 μm 2 pixels of the FPA, demagnifying it by a factor of four in both dimensions. The spatial resolution obtained with this setup is better than 0.4 mm.
To achieve a maximum uniformity of the incident light on the FPA, we use a combination of a large instrument aperture, attenuating grids, and spectral band pass filters. The largest IR intensity deviation occurring for single pixels amounts to about 20% of the average intensity. Furthermore, as the original interferograms are converted into absorbance spectra, the only problem arising from a non-uniform illumination of the detector array should be a different noise level for the individual pixels. recorded prior to the gas pulses or to continuous expansions are treated in the same way. A total of 4096 absorbance spectra are thus obtained in a single scan. By integration over the regions of interest, spectral features can be analyzed as a function of their spatial position.
B. Data preprocessing
To reduce statistical noise, the spectra presented in this work are first binned in blocks of 2 × 2 pixels, thus leading to an effective 32 × 32 array size. In order to further suppress fluctuations between neighboring blocks, each of these blocks is coaveraged with its surrounding blocks using near-Gaussian weights (0.7 for adjacent and 0.5 for diagonal blocks). While the initial binning corresponds to simple linear mean filtering and also speeds up the following data processing, the subsequent two-dimensional Gaussian convolution is an efficient low-pass filter. It is rotationally symmetric and its variance of 1.4 ensures that neglected pixels outside the 3 × 3 array contribute less than 25% of the central peak weight. Figure 2 shows the effect of the two data binning steps. In step 1, the 2 × 2 pixel averaging leads to a reduction of image noise, and also diminishes sharp structures such as the intensity peak at the nozzle exit.
Step 2 leads to a significant smoothing of the image surface, and also to a truncation of the outermost pixels since the averaging process is not applied without the existence of eight adjacent blocks. This results in a total area size of 30 × 30 blocks/pixels used in the following figures.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Pulsed expansions
In the pulsed mode of operation, a gas mixture of 5% N 2 O in He was expanded into the large vacuum chamber in pulses of about 6 s duration while simultaneously recording one FTIR scan in the single-sided forward-backward scanning mode, corresponding to two infrared spectra for each of the 4096 pixels. As a reference, 10 FTIR scans were recorded prior to the gas pulse. The measurement sequence was repeated after a waiting time of 30 s. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the N 2 O ν 3 and ν 1 vibrational bands with increasing distance from the nozzle. The spectra were prepared by first averaging 33 pixels outside the expansion zone and then subtracting this "background" spectrum from the whole 30 × 30 array. This has the advantage of removing some common noise resulting from the joint processing and preamplification of the individual pixel signals. 10 Afterwards, pixel domains of similar distance to the nozzle exit within the expansion zone were averaged to obtain an insight into the aggregation behavior of nitrous oxide.
Expectedly, the spectra recorded directly behind the nozzle exit mainly show the broad ro-vibrational band of warm nitrous oxide monomers. With increasing nozzle distance, the rotational profile narrows and further bands appear in the spectra atν = 2235 cm −1 (S band, ν 3 ), 1283 cm −1 and 1287 cm −1 (S1 and S2 band, ν 1 ). Previously, 16 these S bands were assigned to vibrations of molecules on the surface of N 2 O clusters. The splitting into S1 and S2 for ν 1 results from different orientations of the surface molecules. Only small aggregates, in which (almost) all molecules are located on the   FIG. 2 . Visualization of the two-step data processing and effects on the expansion images (nozzle exit on the left-hand side).
Step 1: Reduction of the 64 × 64 array to 32 × 32 data points by binning blocks of 2 × 2 pixels.
Step 2: Averaging of neighboring blocks with near-Gaussian weights (followed by a division by the sum of weights, which is not shown in the upper scheme). [16] [17] [18] surface, form in this region of the expansion. Further downstream, additional bands start to grow at 2245 cm −1 (C band, ν 3 ) and 1296 cm −1 (C band, ν 1 ), respectively. These vibrational bands can be attributed to molecules in the core of large aggregates. 16, 18 Note that residual artifacts of common pixel noise due to the lack of completely independent pixel processing 10 remain visible in the baseline. They have a natural absorbance amplitude of less than 0.001 (an optical density of less than 0.0005).
Because of the large infrared band strengths of N 2 O vibrational bands as well as its relatively high fraction of 5% in the sample gas mixture, an intensity distortion of the monomer spectra due to saturation has to be considered for the high density region directly behind the nozzle exit. The spectral resolution of 2 cm −1 is at least an order of magnitude above the collisional broadening 19, 20 and covers more than two rotational transitions. Therefore, peak absorbances are underestimated by at least a factor of 5. However, even if one assumes a pressure broadening of only 0.03 cm −1 near the nozzle throat, the peak values ln(
) stay below 1 and thus in the weak line regime. With increasing distance from the nozzle, the collisional broadening decreases more than linearly, but so does the optical thickness. Therefore, the spectra should stay in the weak line regime, even more so when Doppler broadening takes over from collisional broadening. Therefore, we expect little intensity distortion from the employed spectral resolution in the presented spectra. For very quantitative work relying on accurate relative quantities of monomers and clusters, one should nevertheless use higher spectral resolution and higher dilution. Figure 4 images the density decrease as well as the onset of aggregation in pulsed expansions of 5% nitrous oxide in helium. The 3D representation of the N 2 O number density (independent of aggregation state) obtained by integration over the whole ν 3 region demonstrates the rapid density decrease directly behind the nozzle exit, leading to a concentration not far above the background concentration in the corners at short nozzle distance. Converted into white contour lines, this information is correlated with the formation of clusters in the expansion in Fig. 4(b) . The integral over the high frequency half of the ν 3 C band (Fig. 3) , which is neatly separated from the other bands, is taken as a measure for the cluster growth. It becomes clear that the extent of aggregation is not only a function of the nozzle distance but also of the expansion angle. Close to the center line of the expansion, the molecular density remains high for a longer period of time, which leads to a higher number of collisions and thus to an earlier formation of large clusters. The onset of lateral shocks despite a 
B. Continuous expansions
To investigate not only the processes in the early stage of the free expansion but also in the lateral and frontal shock regions and beyond, the background pressure is gradually increased by mechanically restraining the pumping speed. At the same time, the pressure of the N 2 O mixture is reduced, both resulting in a smaller expansion zone and allowing for continuous operation. As the background pressure increases (Fig. 5) , the gas flow becomes much more directed and the overexpansion zone shrinks due to the lateral and frontal shock waves. The intensity pile-up in the frontal shock is nicely seen. Most importantly, a reexpansion of the gas mixture takes place behind the first frontal shock, followed by a second (and third and fourth) intensity pile-up depending on the background pressure. This regular and stationary pattern of shock and re-expansion is well-known 22, 23 and its properties have previously been investigated with emphasis on aeroacoustic aspects, [24] [25] [26] and also on flow properties such as shock motion 27 and shockvortex interactions. 25 Basically, the methods applied were acoustic measurements, [24] [25] [26] schlieren techniques, [25] [26] [27] laser induced fluorescence, 28 plasma discharge, 29 and Rayleigh scattering. 25 However, in contrast to our experiments, these techniques do not allow for a closer ro-vibrational (and thus also chemical) analysis and visualization of the emerging effects. Fig. 6 shows an approximate direct proportionality to this pressure ratio. The exponent leading to a proper fit of the measured data is definitely closer to 1 than to 0.5 or 0.775. In Ref. 31 , this behavior has been predicted for two-dimensional flows at small pressure ratios but not proven experimentally. Figure 7 exemplifies an analysis of the spatially resolved infrared data for the continuous expansions of 10% N 2 O in helium with different background pressures. By means of the wavenumber difference between the maxima of the P and R branches of the N 2 O ν 3 monomer band, the temperature of the flow can be estimated from ν max PR ∝ √ T . 30 The figure illustrates how density maxima and minima (contour lines, see also Fig. 5 ) correlate with regions of high and low temperatures (color code). This approach leads to minimum temperatures in the expansion zone of approximately 80 K, increasing for higher background pressures. The highest temperature reached in the first recompression zone is 230 K. It will be interesting to see how cryoreactions can be modulated by entraining them into such a supersonic flow cell pattern.
More generally, the present approach promises to offer unprecedented insights into the aggregation behavior in planar supersonic jet expansions, once it is applied to molecular systems where the effect of aggregation on the infrared spectrum is more pronounced and better size-resolved. This will require further improvement of the sensitivity, extension of the accessible spectral range, and optimal nozzle shaping. FTIR imaging will not be able to compete with Raman mapping in terms of spatial resolution, 12 but the simultaneous acquisition of 3D data cubes involving two spatial and one spectral dimension offers an attractive complementarity. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that chemical imaging is an invasion-free tool to characterize rarefied gas expansions for strong IR absorbers in a large excess of carrier gas. It uses a fast focal plane array detector coupled to an FTIR spectrometer. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio and spectral resolution, detailed information on rotational band widths, density evolution, clustering, temperature, shock wave compression, and re-expansion can be extracted. We plan to extend the technique to the near IR, where aggregation phenomena of hydrogen-bonded clusters should lead to more pronounced spectral effects. 33 Reactive processes in multi-nozzle systems 34 are also of interest.
